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Department of Botany 
Course Outcome 

Semester Course Course Name 
Course Objectives 

Code 
BO 111 Plant life and 1. To know about the origin and evolution of li fe, 

utilization I formation of earth in the universe and existence of life 

on earth. 
2.To gain knowledge on Algae for growing the 
populations with lot of Economic importance as food, 
fodder and feed etc. 

BO 112 Plant 1. The learners will be made aware of definition, 

morphology descriptive and interpretative morphology so as to 

and Anatomy distinguish the plant forms. 
2. Students will acquire knowledge on different 

• 
morphological features like, fruit , flower, 
inflorescences their types and distinguishing features . 
3. The learner will also have a deep understanding of 
anatomical features, types of tissues and its 
organization in the plant body with special emphasis 
on its role and functions. 
4. These learning points will help the student in further 
applied aspects of the subjects during their higher 
studies. 
5. The course will also develop their thinking ability to 
identify and let know the knowhow and importance of 
the !ants to wider societal reach. 

II BO 121 Plant life and 1. Students will be made aware of plant diversity in 

utilization II Pteridophytes, Gymnosperms and Angiosperms with 
reference to vascular plants 
2. The student will understand the role of these groups 
with detailed understanding of their life cycles, and 

• applications. 
3. The learners will be acquainted with understanding 

ofa lication and uses of such !ants in utilization. 

II BO 122 Principles of I. The learner will understand the physiological 
plant science processes in the plants. 

2. The students will get acquainted with different 
cellular functions and processes of cell division 
3. The learners will get knowledge of the subatomic 
molecules and their role and functions in the cell. 
4. The course will create an applied interest of the 
students in the subject and will provoke to consider 
research as one of the otential field as career. 

III 80231 Taxonomy of I. To study vegetative and floral morpholo 
Angiosperms angiospermic plants ~efCIJ cl~ 
and Plant 2. To study the status of angiosperm nt king · 
Ecology 3. To study the origin of angiosper ~ · S~ <l!·t~ i 

a e and robable ancestors ,e · ~G/'-O 



III BO 232 Plant I. To study the growth pattern of plant 
Physiology 2. To know the phenomenon ofphotoperiodism and 

effect of phytochrome on flowering 
3. To study the vernalization process 
4. To know the oath oftranslocation 

V BO 351 Algae and I. To study salient features of cryptogamic plants. 
Fungi 2. To make students aware about the status of 

cryptogams as a group in plant kingdom. 3. To study 
the life cycles of selected genera. 
4. To study economic and ecological importance of 

crvotogramic plants. 
V BO 352 Archegoniate I .To Know the salient features of Cryptogams plants. 

2.Know the status of cryptogams as a group in plant 
kingdom. 
3. Understand the life cycles of selected genera. 
4. Learn about the economic and ecological 

• imoortance 
V BO 353 Spermatophyta I. To study Gymnosperms with respect to 

and distinguishing characters, comparison with 
Paleo botany Angiosperms, and classification. 

2. To study the life cycles of Pinus and Gnetum. 
3. To study the scope of Paleobotany, types of fossils 

and geological time scale. 
4. To study the various fossil genera representing 
different fossil groups. 

V 80354 Plant Ecology I.To Understand plant communities and ecological 
adaptations in plants Learn about biodiversity and its 
conservation 
2.Study botanical regions of India and different 
vegetation !voes. 

V BO 355 Cell and I. To study molecular biology in relation to genetic 
Molecular material, its inheritance, modification, replication 
Biology 2. To study the mitochondria and chloroplast DNA 

• 3. To study transcription, translation post translation 
modification of protein. 
4. To study gene regulation in prokaryotes and 
eukarvotes. 

V BO 356 Genetics I.To introduce the students with "Science of Heredity" 
2. To studv linkage and crossing ove 

V BO3510 Medicinal I.Know about history and relevance of herbal drugs in 
Botany Indian system of medicine 2.Learn the macroscopic 

and microscopic characters, chemical constituents, 
adulterants, therapeutical and pharmaceutical uses of 
medicinal plants 
3.Understand the techniques for drug evaluation 
(Chemical, Physical and Biological), Phytochemical 
investigations, standardization and quality control of 
herbal drugs 3 .Know the technique of me~i~~ 
gardening - Cultivation practices, marketi1rc rce & 
utilization of selected medicinal plant o,S-/ ' 
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VI BO 366 

VI BO 3610 

VI BO 3611 • 

• 

Plant Breeding 
and Seed 
Technology 

Nursery and 
Gardening 
Management 

Biofertilizers 

6.Develop the skills for employment or 
entre reneurshi . 
I. To introduce the student with science of plant 
breeding 
2. To introduce the student with branch of plant 
breeding for the survival of human being from 
starvation. 
3. To study the techniques of production of new 
su erior cro verities. 
I . Students would have an understanding of How 
nursery of the plants is prepared? 
2.How rooting is promoted in the stem cunings? 
3.How seeds are stored and what are the soil 
conditions for seed sowing and seedling growth? 
4.How landsca in° is desi ned? 
I. To introduce application of Biofertilizer technology 
in Agriculture 
2. To familiarize students with microbes used as 
biofertilizers 
3. To demonstrate the low cost media preparation and 
cultural practices in biofertilizers 
4. To aware the students about benefits of applications 
of biofertilizers 
5. To create self employment opportunities among the 
students 
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Semester Course 
Code 

F. Y. B.Sc. I CH-101 

F. Y. B.Sc. I CH-102 

• 
F. Y. B.Sc. I CH-103 

F. Y. B.Sc. II CH-201 • 
F. Y. B.Sc. II CH-202 

F. Y. B.Sc. II CH-203 

F. Y. B.Sc. - Chemistry (CBCS) 2019-2020 

Semester - I and Semester II -
Course Name Objective of the course 

Physical Chemistry 1. To understand basic concept of physical, 
organic and Inorganic chemistry. 
2. To impa rt practical skills and learn basics 
behind experiments. 
3. To prepare background for advanced and 
applied studies in chemistry. 

Organic Chemistry 1. The students are expected to understand the 
fundamentals, principles, and recent 
developments in the subject area . 
2. It is expected to inspire and boost interest of 
the students towards chemistry as the main 
subject. 
3. To familiarize with current and recent 
developments in Chemistry. 
4. To create foundation for research and 
development in Chemistry. 

Chemistry Practical I 1. Importance of chemical safety and Lab safety 
while performing experiments in laboratory 
2. Determination of thermochemical 
parameters and related concepts 
3. Techniques of pH measurements 
4. Preparation of buffer solutions 
5. Elemental analysis of organic compounds 
(non - instrumental) 
6. Chromatographic Techniques for separation 
of constituents of mixtures 

Inorganic Chemistry 1. Students will learn quantum mechanical 
approach to atomic structure, Periodicity of 
elements, various theories for chemical 
bonding. 
2. To prepare background for advanced and 
applied studies in chemistry. 

Analytical Chemistry 1. Students will know about basics of analytical 
chemistry, some techniques of analysis and able 
to do calculations essential for analysis. 
2. To impart practical skills and learn basics 
behind experiments. 

Chemistry Practical II 1. Inorganic Estimations using volumetric 
analysis 2. Synthesis of Inorganic compounds 
3. Analysis of commercial products 
4. Purification of organic compounds 
5. Preparations and mechanism of reactions 
involved 

• 

• 



Semester Course 
Code 

S. Y. B.Sc. Ill CH-301 

S. Y. B.Sc. Ill CH-302 

• 

S. Y. B.Sc. Ill CH-303 

• S. Y. B.Sc. IV CH-401 

S. Y. B.Sc. IV CH-402 

S. Y. B.Sc. IV CH-403 

S. Y. B.Sc. - Chemistry (CBCS) 2019-2020 
Semester - Ill and Semester IV 
Course Name Objective of the course 

Physical & Analytical 1. To understand basic concept of physical, 
Chemistry Analytical, Organic and Inorganic chemistry. 

2. To impart practical skills and learn basics 

behind experiments. 
3. To prepare background for advanced and 
applied studies in chemistry. 

Inorganic & Organic 1. The students are expected to understand the 

Chemistry fundamentals, principles, and recent 
developments in the subject area. 
2. It is expected to inspire and boost interest of 
the students towards chemistry as the main 
subject. 
3. To familiarize with current and recent 

developments in Chemistry. 
4. To create foundation for research and 
development in Chemistry. 

Chemistry Practical Ill 1. Importance of chemical safety and Lab safety 
while performing experiments in laboratory 
2. Determination of thermochemical 
parameters and related concepts 
3. Techniques of pH measurements 
4. Preparation of buffer solutions 
5. Elemental analysis of organic compounds 

(non - instrumental) 
6. Chromatographic Techniques for separation 
of constituents of mixtures 

Physical & Analytical 1. Students will learn quantum mechanical 

Chemistry approach to atomic structure, Periodicity of 
elements, various theories for chemical 

bonding. 
2. To prepare background for advanced and 

applied studies in chemistry. 
3. Students will know about basics of analytical 
chemistry, some techniques of analysis and able 

to do calculations essential for analysis. 

Inorganic & Organic 1. To impart practical skills and learn basics 

Chemistry behind experiments. 

Chemistry Practical IV 1. Inorganic Estimations using volumetric 
analysis 2. Synthesis of Inorganic compounds 
3. Analysis of commercial products 
4. Purification of organic compounds 

• 

• 



Semester Course 
Code 

T. Y. B.Sc. V CH-501 

• 

T. Y. B.Sc. V CH-502 

• 
T. Y. B.Sc. V CH-504 

S. Preparations and mechanism of reactions 

involved 

T. Y. B. Sc. - Chemistry (CBCS) 2021-2022 
Semester - V and Semester VI 
Course Name Objective of the course 

Physical Chemistry-I 1. Know historical of development of quantum 

mechanics in chemistry. 
2. Understand and explain the differences 
between classical and quantum mechanics. 
3. Know historical of development of quantum 

mechanics in chemistry. 
4. Understand and explain the differences 
between classical and quantum mechanics. 
5. Difference between thermal and 
photochemical processes. 
6. photochemical laws: Grothus - Draper law, 
Stark-Einstein law, 
7. Quantum yield and reasons for high and low 
quantum yield, 
8. factors affecting the quantum yield, 

Analytical Chemistry• I 1. Explain different principles involved in the 
gravimetry, spectrophotometry, parameters in 
instrumental analysis, qualitative analysis. 
2. Perform quantitative calculations depending 
upon equations student has studied in the 
theory. Furthermore, student should able to 
solve problems on the basis of theory. 
3. Discuss/ Describe procedure for different 
types analyses included in the syllabus . 
4. Select particular method of analysis if analyte 
sample is given to him. 

Inorganic Chemistry-I 1. Explain electroneutrality principle and 
different types of pi bonding. 
2. Able to explain Nephelauxetic effect towards 
covalent bonding. 
3. To understand about inert and labile 
complexes and stability of complexes in 
aqueous solutions 
4. Classification of reactions of coordination 
compounds 
5. The basic mechanisms of ligand substitution 
reactions. 
6.To know position of d-block elements in 
periodic table. 

• 

• 



T. Y. B.Sc. V CH-505 

T. Y. B.SC. V CH-507 

• 
T. Y. B.Sc. V CH-508 

T. Y. B.Sc. V CH-510 

(A) 

• 
T. Y. B.Sc. V CH-511 

(A) 

Industrial Olemistry 

Organic Olemistry -1 

Chemistry of 
Biomoterules 

L lmpo,-tanc.e of chemical industry, 
2.. Knowledge of various industrial aspec t, 
3 They should also lmoY, the physico-chsr·-:a 

principals involved in manufacturing proees.s 

4. Concept of basic chemicals, 

5. Their uses and manufacturing proc.ess.. 

L Define and classify polynudear and 

heteronuclear aromatic hydrocarbons. 
2. Write the structure, synthesis of polynudear 

and heteronuclear aromatic hydrocarbons. 

3. Understand the reactions and mechanisms 

4. Explain t he reactivity of polynuclear and 

heteronuclear aromatic hydrocarbons. 

5. Describe the synthesis of chemical reactions 

of polynuclear and heteronuclear aromatic 
Hydrocarbons. 

1. The student will understanding of een types, 

Difference between a bacterial cell, Plant cell 
and animal cell. 

2. The student wi ll understanding of Cell types, 

Difference between a bacterial cell, Plant cell 
and animal cell. 

3. The student will understanding of Cell types, 

Difference between a bacterial cell, Plant cell 
and animal cell. 

4. features of various types of enzyme 
inhibitions, industrial applications of enzymes. 

Medicinal Chemistry 1. The basics of medicinal chemistry, biophysical 

properties, overview of basic concepts of 
traditional systems of medicine. 

Environmental 

Chemistry 

2. Over view of the overall process of drug 
discovery, and the role played by medicinal 
chemistry in this process. 

3. Biological activity parameters and importance 

of stereochemistry of drugs and receptors. 

4. Knowledge of mechanism of action of drugs 
belonging to the classes of infectious and non-
infectious diseases. 

5. Enhancement of practical skills in synthesis, 
purification and analysis. 

1. Importance and conservation of 

environment. 2. Importance of biogeochemical 
cycles 

3. Importance and conservation of 

environment. 4. Importance of biogeochemica l 

cycles 

• 

• 



T. V. B.Sc. V CH-503 Physical Chem. 1. Demonstrate theoretical principles with help 
Practical I of practical. 

2. Design analytical procedure for given sample. 
3. Apply whatever theoretical principles he has 
studied In theory during practical session In 
laboratory, 

T. Y. B.Sc. V CH-506 Inorganic Chem. 1. To develop skills required In chemistry such 
Practical I as the appropriate handling of apparatus and 

chemicals. 
2.The student will learn the laboratory skills 
needed to design, safely conduct and Interpret 
chemical research. 
3. To expose the students to an extent of 

• experimental techniques using modern 
Instrumentation. • T. Y. B.Sc. V CH-509 Organic Chem. 1. The student will develop the ability to 

Practical I effectively communicate scientific Information 
and research results In written and oral formats. 
2. Apply whatever theoretical principles he has 
studied In theory during practical session In 
laboratory. 
3. Understand principle of Thin Layer 
Chromatographic techniques. 
4 .. Understand the purification technique used 
In ornanlc chemistry 

T. Y. B.Sc. VI CH-601 Physical Chemistry II 1. Electrochemical cells: Explanation of Daniell 
cell, Conventions to represent electrochemical 
cells 
2. Thermodynamic conditions of reversible cell, 
Explanations of reversible and Irreversible 
electrochemical cell with suitable example, 
3. EMF of electrochemical cell and Its 

• measurement. 
4. Distinguish between crystalline and • 
amorphous solids/ anisotropic and Isotropic 
solids. 
S. Radioactivity 
6. Types and properties of radiations: alpha, 
beta and Ramma 

T. Y. B.Sc. VI CH-602 Physical Chemistry Ill 1. Factors affecting on solid state reactions, 
2. Rate laws for reactions In solid state 
3. Applying rate laws for solid state reac tions 
4. Results of kinetics studies 
5. History of polymers. 
6. Classification of polymers 
7. Chemical bonding & Molecular forces In 
Polymer 
8. Molecular we IQ ht of polymers /4co~.~1, 1/.,,.-.--.., .. , ' i :; , 

( . lb ,: 
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T. V. B.Sc. VI CH-604 Inorganic Chemistry II 1. To understand M-C bond and to defi ne 

organometallic compounds 
2. To define organometallic chemistry 

3. Define and differentiate homogeneous and 

heterogeneous catalysis. 
4. Give examples and brief account of 

homogeneous catalysts. 
5. Understand the phenomenon of catalysis, its 

basic principles and terminologies. 

T. V. B.Sc. VI CH-605 Inorganic Chemistry Ill 1. Student will learn the concept of acid base 

and their theories. 
2. They will also come to know different 

• 
properties of acids and bases. 

3. Strength of various types acids. 
4. How acid and base strengths get affected in • 
non-aqueous solvents. 
5. Various methods of nanoparticle synthesis 

6. Stabilization of Nanoparticles in solution 
7. Properties and Application of Nanoparticles 

8. Know about carbon nanotube and its 

application 

T. V. B.Sc. VI CH-607 Organic Chemistry II 1. Students will learn the interaction of 

radiations with matter. 
2.They will understand different regions of 

electromagnetic radiations. 
3.They will know different wave parameters 

Students will learn the interaction of rad iations 

with matter. 
4.They will understand different regions of 

electromagnetic radiations . 

• 
5.They will know different wave parameters 

T. V. B.Sc. VI CH-608 Organic Chemistry Ill 1. The use of models to draw different types of 

disubstituted cyclohexanes in chair form • 
2. The geometrical isomerism in disubstituted 

cyclohexanes 
3. The stability, energy calculations and optical 

activity of these conformers 
4. The use models and to draw different types 

of conformational isomers of decalin in chair 

form 
5. To know the stabil ity of geometrical isomers 

of decalin 

T. V. B.Sc. VI CH-610 Chemistry of Soils & 1) Know the different components and 

(A) agrochemicals properties of soil. 
2) Know classification of soil on the basis of pH. 

3) Identify the problematic soil and recommend 

method for their reclamation . 



4) Know the different plant nutrients required 

for plants and their functions. 
5) Know the role of various fertilizers and 

manures required for plant growth. 

6) Know the various methods and their 

techniques in analysis of soil. 
7) Know importance of manures as compared to 

chemical fertilizers. 

T. Y. B.Sc. VI CH-611 Analytical Chemistry II 1. Explain different principles involved in the 

(A) analyses using solvent extraction, basics of 

instrumental chromatography, HPLC, GC, and 

atomic spectroscopic techniques. 
2. Differentiate/ distinguish/ compare among 

• the different analytical terms, process and 

analytical methods. 
3. Perform quantitative calculations depending • 
upon equations students has studied in the 

theory. Furthermore, student should able to 

solve problems on the basis of theory. 

T. Y. B.Sc. VI CH-603 Physical Chemistry Perform quantitative calculations depending 

Practical II upon equations students has studied in the 
theory. Furthermore, student should able to 
solve problems on the basis of theory. 

T. Y. B.Sc. VI CH-606 Inorganic Chemistry 1. Demonstrate theoretical principles with help 

Practical II of practical. 
2. Design analytical procedure for given sample. 

3. Apply whatever theoretical principles he has 

studied in theory during practical session in 

laboratory. 

T. Y. B.Sc. VI CH-609 Organic Chemistry 1. The student will develop the ability to 

Practical II effectively communicate scientific information 

• 
and research results in written and oral formats . 
2. Apply whatever theoretical principles he has 

studied in theory during practical session in • 
laboratory. 
3. Understand principle of Thin Layer 

Chromatographic techniques. 
4 .. Understand the purification technique used 

in organic chemistry 


